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ABSTRACT 

 

A human can describe his mood with the help of text. Therefore understanding the meaning of the 

text is very important. Sometimes, it is hard to understand the meaning of those texts, alongside 

this is also time consuming. The machine is the best way to solve this problem. As a part of 

machine learning, text summarization is a large field of research in natural language processing. 

Build automatic text summarizer is the main focusing point of all research. Text summarizer 

produces the gist part of a large document in a short time. Automatic text summarizer for other 

languages has made previously but not for the Bengali language. Increasing the tools and 

technology of Bengali language is the main goal of this research.  In this research work, we’ve 

tried to build an automatic text summarizer for the Bengali language. Though, working with the 

Bengali language was a very challenging part of this research. But until the end, we have made a 

base for automatic text summarizer for the Bengali language. The dataset used is collected from 

online social media. The deep learning model is used to make the summarizer. In the model, train 

time reduce the loss is directly affect the experiment result. We have reduced the training loss of 

our summarization model for Bengali text summarizer and which are capable to generate a short 

text summary.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1   Introduction  

In the field of text summarization there are two categories. Abstractive and Extractive text 

summarization. Abstractive text summarization contains an abstract of the text document. 

Basically providing abstract is the representation of the main idea of the text but here summarizer 

does not repeat the original sentences. Here is the main challenge to finding the gist of the text in 

natural language processing. The maximum number of research work are held on the extractive 

text summarization. Extract keyword and find the most frequent words from the text is the main 

idea of extractive text summarization. But generate a new word or sentences based on text is the 

most challenging stuff. This is not mandatory to have the word in the providing abstractive 

summary is also present in the original context. There are many abstractive text summarization 

research work has done previously in different languages. In this time, we have tried to build an 

abstractive text summarizer for Bengali language applying deep learning algorithms. 

Bengali is one of the most usable languages over the world. Increasing the tools and technology 

for this language is very important. Therefore, the research area of Bengali language needs 

expansion. An automatic system text needs to be processed. NLP tools and library very much helps 

to process any kinds of text. Working in the Bengali language to build an automatic system is 

difficult compared to other languages. Because some NLP libraries are not built for the Bengali 

language therefore, all techniques and libraries are applying by raw coding. Our research work can 

provide abstractive text summary for Bengali text. No machine gives 100% accurate results every 

time but maximum time a satisfactory result can be obtained. Our automatic abstractive text 

summarizer is also looked like that. All the generated summaries are not 100% accurate but the 

maximum response of machine summary is satisfactory for Bengali text summarization. 
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1.2   Motivation  

Text summarization is a faster way to summarize a long text or text document. Extract the main 

keywords and make a relevant gist of corresponding text is the main idea of summarization. 

Reading long text fluently and also find the main abstract form text is very painful and time 

consuming. Sometimes when we read a long text but can’t understand the meaning. If the 

document size is multiple documents, it is much more difficult to find the abstract. Therefore, 

automatic text summarizer is a tool that can help to summarize the text within a short time. 

Automatic text summarizer also identifies the total documents, words, total frequented word and 

which words are important for the text document.  

Today we spend a lot of time in social media, reading web pages, news articles and blogs but after 

some time may fill bored. Cause of unstructured data and unclear meaning. That is also a cause 

which means to need a text summarizer. Abstractive text summarizer is text summary approach 

which find the gist part from the given text documents, that’s not mandatory if containing 

summary’s words present or not in the original text documents.  

Data is one of the most valuable things in this modern world. Every day a huge number of text 

data produced from different sources. This huge number of data need huge memory space which 

is most costly and creates a problem in putting spaces. Therefore, summarizer makes a summary 

of those long text and reduce the size of the document and put only core information by removing 

the unnecessary text. That’s why an automatic text summarizer is required for the modern 

technology. 

Bengali is our mother language. NLP resource for this language is not sufficient for the user. That’s 

why we need to build NLP resources and tools and technologies. So the main focus of this research 

is building an automatic abstractive text summarizer of the Bengali language to reach the Bengali 

NLP treasure. 
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1.3   Rational of the study  

History of the Bengali language is very rich. Today millions of people use the Bengali language 

as their native language. But in this modern era, the tools and technology of Bengali language are 

not rich like other languages. Therefore, we need to increase the technologies for this language. 

Most of the text related problems can be solved by the NLP tools and techniques. Text 

summarization is a core problem of NLP. A text summarizer contains the abstract of a long 

sequence of text. It helps human to understand the meaning of a long text easily with a fluent and 

error-free summary. Most and major NLP techniques already builds for other languages such as 

English, French, Chines etc. But for Bengali text a few models have been build which is not 

enough. Therefore, the research area of Bengali NLP needs to be increased. The main obstacle for 

Bengali text is preprocessing. The machine cannot understand some of the Bengali characters and 

symbols. To handle this problem needs to use the Unicode of those characters or symbol. NLTK 

library is not available for Bengali text. That’s why Bengali tools do not perform accurately as like 

as other languages. Research is the only way to provide a solution to these kinds of problems. So, 

in this research work, we try to show how to processes Bengali language and make abstractive text 

summarizer for the Bengali language. That helps us to reduce the size of the document and provide 

a fluent summary in shot time. 

1.4   Research Questions 

 What is Bengali text summarization? 

 How Bengali text summarization works? 

 What are the benefits of Bengali text summarization? 

 What are the differences between Bengali and English text summarization? 

 How to preprocess Bengali text in NLP? 

 What are the future works of Bengali text summarization? 

 How Bengali text summarization Model works? 
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1.5   Expected Output  

Since this is a research project, our main concern was to publish research paper in a related field. 

Research work always a continuous process. Many people analysis specific research topics to find 

an efficient solution. Then the developer develops the tools for the users. The maximum number 

of research work and tools are developed using extractive text summarization in the Bengali 

language but not in abstractive text summarization. Also, many researcher and developer are not 

interested to provide their dataset and resources for everyone. As a result, some research work is 

no longer been used. In Bengali language text summarization is a new research topic. Some 

research works are done in previous for Bengali text summarization. But the result was not enough 

satisfactory for making an automatic Bengali text summarization. An automatic system is 

dependent on the machine. Therefore the machine needs to learn. Then the learning model is 

working in the backend of a system such as a web or mobile application. In this research, we 

introduce a machine learning method for abstractive Bengali text summarization and show to 

necessary steps on how to build a model for automatic Bengali text summarization. 

1.6   Report Layout  

In this report have a total of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 contains an overview of the whole research 

work. It has some sections such as 1.1 Introductions of the work, 1.2 Motivation of this research, 

1.3 Rational Study of the search, 1.4 Research Questions, 1.5 Expected Output and 1.6 Reports 

Layout of the research. In Chapter 2 we have discussed about Background Studies of the research 

and its subsections are 2.1 Introductions, 2.2 Related works, 2.3 Research Summary, 2.4 Scope of 

the Problem, 2.5 Challenges. In Chapter 3 we have discussed the whole Research Methodology 

with subsections 3.1 Introduction, 3.2 Research Subject and Instrumentation, 3.3 Data collection 

procedure, 3.4 Statistical Analysis of Datasets, 3.5 Implementation Requirements. In Chapter 4 

Experiment and Results of the research are discussed and the subsection is 4.1 Introduction, 4.2 

Experimental Results, 4.3 Descriptive Analysis, 4.4 Summary.  Chapter 5 contains the Conclusion 

and future works of the research with the subsections 5.1 Summary of the Study, 5.2 Conclusion, 

5.4 Implication for Further Study. End of all section given the references which helped us in our 

research work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background Studies 

 

2.1   Introduction   

Text summarization is a process which makes a short view of long text or long text document. 

Text document has a long sequence of text. Finding short, eloquent and understandable summary 

is the main spotlight of text summarization. Making a summary of a long text document for a 

human is time-consuming and costly. Therefor automatic text summarization is a great way to help 

a human. Machine learning approaches are the only way to develop an automatic system. 

Automatic text summarizer helps us to reduce the size of the document and save memory space 

which also reduces the cost of space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.1: Text summarization  

Every day a huge number of document processes on the internet such as Facebook posts. A large 

number of users finding or search information form a document in time. But saving and find the 

information from those document is a complex process and also need a huge space to store those 

amount of information. Therefore, the summarization technique is used to solve this problem with 

an efficient, fast and effective way. In memory, save the abstract, main words and sentences of 

text document then required they serve the information very quickly. There are two types of text 

summarization: Abstractive and Extractive text summarization. Abstractive text summarization 

contains abstract of the long text which is not mandatory to present or not present the text 

document. Where extractive text summarization contains the main words, phases of the original 

text document to summarize text document. 
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2.2   Related Work 

Text summarization is the most researchable topic in natural language processing.  Many research 

work has been done in this field for different language. Major research was held on extractive text 

summarization but few in abstractive text summarization. This section will be discussed about 

some noble works in these fields. 

Any language modelling is dependent on machine translation. Machine Translation helps a 

machine to understand the processed text and helps to make an automatic system. NMT is a new 

approach to machine translation. Bahdanau et al [1] introduce a new approach for NMT. They 

used joint learning to align and improve the performance of normal encoder and decoder methods. 

Vector of the text sentences is worked input the encoder where the decoder generates the possible 

output of the vector sequences. After that increasing the effectivity of NMT, the Attention-Based 

[2] methods are introduced in later. NMT has some limitations such as training and testing are 

more expensive and can’t provide a good result for a rare word in the sequence. Wu Y et al [3] 

presented a GNMT system for reducing the complexity of NMT. 

RNN is a technique to solve the text related problems. Nallapati et al [4] show sequence to 

sequence learning using RNN’s give outperforming result for abstractive text summarization. 

Encoder contains the fixed length of the input sequence of the vector and decoder generates the 

most related sequence of the encoded sequences. Improve the performance of abstractive text 

summary DRGD is used [5] in recent time. Reinforcement learning is the modern use in abstractive 

text summarization. Wang et al [6] proposed a model using reinforcement technique for abstractive 

text summarization. This time they use convolutional sequence learning for abstractive text 

summarization. Contextual learning of text is the main idea of this work. The whole process is 

dependent the CNN [7]. 

Ilya Sutskever et al [10] introduce a method for seq2seq learning using multilayer LSTM. One 

maps the input sequence form the target text vector which is encoder. Another one decodes the 

sequence vector which is the decoder. Therefore, the LSTM has not any complexity in working 

with the long sequence. Reversing the order of sequence is possible in this methodology.  

For the summarization of long term text such as Wikipedia extractive text summarization used 

widely. Peter J. Liu et al [11] introduce a decoder instead of encoder and decoder model which is 
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able to generate fluent summary from long text sequence. Also this method is able to generate 

multi-document summary from a large and paralleled dataset. 

Lifeng Shang et al [12] give a methodology for short text summarization. Decoding processes of 

the text contain the summary of the long text sequence. Normal encoder and decoder give a good 

response for short text summarization. Probabilistic calculation of the text is a help to generate the 

summary of the text. 

In this research work we have used sequence to sequence learning for making abstractive text 

summarization. Follow the attention mechanism for making the abstractive text summarization. 

Using dataset contains the short Bengali text and their corresponding summary. After the using of 

encoding and decoding mechanism model provide a good result for the Bengali abstractive text 

summarization. 

2.3   Research Summary  

In our research, we have introduced a methodology for Bengali abstractive text summarization. 

We build a model using deep learning. To build this model we have used our own dataset. Dataset 

is collected form social media. At first collect Bengali status, comment, page and group posts from 

Facebook. Then create a summary of each Bengali text. Therefore, the dataset contains two 

columns, one is Bengali text and another is their corresponding summary. The total number of two 

hundred data with their summary in the dataset. Before creating a deep learning model we have 

preprocessed the Bengali text. In the preprocessing stage, at first split the text and then add Bengali 

contractions and remove stop words from the text. After preprocessing we have count the 

vocabulary of whole data. Word embedding is important for deep learning model. Word vector 

helps to save the related vocabulary in a file with a numeric value. We used a pre-trained word 

vector file for Bengali text which is available in online. We build a sequence to sequence model 

based on attention model. In this model encoder and decoder is used with Bi-directional LSTM 

cell. Word vector is the input of the encoder and relevant word vector in the decoder is the output 

of the model. An encoder and decoder to pass the sequence need a token which is known as a 

special token such as PAD, UNK, EOS etc. After declaring and define all function and library we 

train the model for more than 3 hours. Then we found a good response from the machine.  
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2.4   Scope of the problem 

NMT is a new approach to machine translation. It depends on the encoder and decoder. The 

encoder provides a sequence which has a fixed length and the decoder generates the correct 

sequence form the encoder sequence. For that in machine translation NMT provide a good result 

for short length sequence of text [8]. Since text summarization is new research in Bengali NLP 

different technique is invention day by day. This research work uses NMT for Bengali text 

summarization based on short Bengali text sequence. In our dataset text length is not big but good 

enough for summarization but the text summary is the short length within sentences. This research 

purpose we used NMT model with encoder and decoder. So short text are response a good result 

for text summarizer. Our algorithm also responses summary for a short sequence. But it is difficult 

to handle the long text sequences and summarize them. Thus there is another area of research to 

build a long or any length text summarization in Bengali text summarization. 

2.5   Challenges  

Structured Bengali data is not available.  All data are present in an unstructured way. Therefore, 

data collection is a challenge for this research. Some newspaper dataset is available but some of 

the research work has almost done using this dataset. So, we need a new dataset to complete this 

research work. After the collection of dataset, the text data make a summary of that text is another 

challenging work. Working with the Bengali text is always challenging. The Library of NLTK is 

available for Bengali text processing. Therefore, in preprocessing step need to raw coding to 

prepare the text as an input of a model. Suppose, when removing punctuation from the text, need 

Unicode of each punctuation and remove it by raw coding. Another problem is stop word remove 

from the text. For other languages like English have a build-in library to remove stop words from 

text. But for the Bengali language collect stop word form online then put all in a text file and 

remove stop words from text using that file. A large vocabulary is another challenge is in this 

research. If the dataset has a large number of data, it would provide a large vocabulary and large 

vocabulary helps to generate an accurate summary. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Methodology 

3.1   Introduction  

In this section, we will discuss about the whole methodology of the research work. Every research 

work has a unique solving technique. Applying all approaches are included in the methodology 

part. Here give a detailed discussion of applying using model with a short description of each 

individual parts of the methodology. In our research, we have used deep learning model for text 

summarization. The deep learning algorithms are used following the type of research contain. RNN 

is used for solving the text related problem in deep learning. Every deep learning model needs a 

good dataset to find an accurate automatic system. Before applying the algorithm dataset needs to 

be collected and preprocessed. In full part every section of methodology are discussed individually. 

Given all section are followed when the research work in completing. A better explanation of 

methodology increase the efficiency for work and give the nobility. Mathematical equation and 

graphical view of the model with there description is helping to understand the whole work. 

Therefore, further research and increasing the research filed good explanation of methodology is 

required. 

Whole work looks like a framework. All steps of the methodology are briefly discussed in this 

chapter. Sub section of some core sections are helps to understand the gist of the model with it 

purpose of using. Working flow of whole research work is given below which give a short view 

of total research work.  
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Figure 3.1.1 Workflow for text summarization 

3.2   Research Subject and Instrumentation  

Our thesis topic name is “Bengali Abstractive Text summarization using Deep Learning”. This is 

a major research area in Bengali NLP. We have discussed the process of making an abstractive 

text summarization in Bengali with the conceptual and theoretical process first to now. A deep 
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learning model needs high configuration pc with GPU and others instrument. Now a list is given 

below of the required instrument for this model. 

Hardware and Software: 

 Intel Core i3 7th generation with 8GB  RAM 

 1 TB HDD 

 Google Colab with 12GB GPU and 350 GB RAM 

Development Tools: 

 Windows 10 

 Python 3.7 

 Tensorflow Backend Engine 

 NLTK 

 Pandas  

 Numpy 

3.3   Data collection and Data preprocessing   

We used our own collected data for this research purpose. All data are collected from social media 

such as personal status, Blog posts, page posts and group posts. There is some complexity to collect 

data from social media for security issues. For that, we collect data using manual approaches.  

Total of 200 posts is collect form social media. After collection the post we have generated a 

summary of each post manually for the machine. Then dataset needs to preprocess and produce a 

clean text for the model. The necessary steps of preprocessing stage in the figure 3.3.1 are 

discussed section-wise in below.  
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Figure 3.3.1 Dataset preprocessing  

     3.3.a   Split text 

After uploading the dataset whole text needed to be tokenized. Those are divided the long text to 

a single word. Which is helpful for clean text and remove unnecessary function form the dataset. 

Also, it helps create the vocabulary of the dataset which is important for NLP problems. This 

vocabulary is used to find relevant information form word embedding file. 

      3.3.b   Add contractions 

Each language has contractions of some words. Also, the Bengali language has few contractions 

for some word. It refers to the short form of a word or short writing technique of a word. The 

machine doesn’t understand the short form of a text for that need to define the full meaning of the 

short form of the word. Some examples of Bengali contractions are "ম ো.": "ম োহোম্মদ", "ইঞ্জি:": 

"ইঞ্জিনিযোর" etc.  

 

Split text 
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      3.3.c  Regular expression  

The regular expression is used to remove the rare character or unwanted character to remove from 

the text. Remove space, whitespace, English character, punctuation form text, Bengali digit from 

text is the main use of the regular expression in our research. 

     3.3.d   Stop word remove 

Remove stop word text is a common process in NLP. Unnecessary word remove from the text is 

the main use of stop word. In NLTK build-in library produce to remove stop word from the English 

text. But there is no library available for Bengali stop word to remove. Therefore, at first, we 

collect all stop word in the Bengali language from online. There are total number of 393 stop words 

and then we inserted it into a file for further use. Some examples of stop words are, “মেউ”, “খুবই”, 

“অথচ”, “ই” etc.  

     3.3.e  Purified text & summary  

After completing the previous steps, the sequence of the text and summary will look clean. Here 

all text and summary have not any punctuation or any extra space. All words look in a sequential 

order. Both clean text and summary are inserted into two different lists. Those lists are used input 

sequence of the summarization model. In table 1 an example of text preprocessing is given below. 

Table 1:  Example of text preprocessing 

Original Text Clean Text 

আপনি ১২ বছর ইংররঞ্জি পরেও এে লোইি ঠিে  ত 

নলখরত পোররি িো, ভুলভোল েররও ১০০ শব্দ নিরির 

ভোষোয নলখরত পোররি িো, ইংররঞ্জিরত এে ন নিট েথো 

বলরত পোররি িো। পোররি িো মদরখই আ োর গ্রু রপ 

এরেরছি। আচ্ছো ঠিে আরছ ১২ বছর মেখোরি ে য 

নদরযও পোররি িো মেখোরি আ োর েথো  ত ১২  োে িো, 

১২ েপ্তোহও িো  োত্র ১২ নদি ে য নদরয ের ন্ট েররত 

থোরেি। তোহরলই নিরির পনরবততি মদখরবি। 

আপনি বছর ইংররঞ্জি পরেও এে লোইি ঠিে  ত নলখরত 

পোররি িো ভুলভোল েররও শব্দ নিরির ভোষোয নলখরত 

পোররি িো ইংররঞ্জিরত এে ন নিট েথো বলরত পোররি িো 

পোররি িো মদরখই আ োর গ্রু রপ এরেরছি আচ্ছো ঠিে 

আরছ বছর মেখোরি ে য নদরযও পোররি িো মেখোরি 

আ োর েথো  ত  োে িো েপ্তোহও িো  োত্র নদি ে য নদরয 

ের ন্ট েররত থোরেি তোহরলই নিরির পনরবততি 

মদখরবি 
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3.4   Statistical Analysis  

1. The total number of data 200. 200 data have 3 subsections such as Post type, Text and 

Summary. A short view of our dataset is given below in table 2. 

Table 2: Sample of the dataset 

 Post Type  Text Summary 

personal আরদোলি মিেোরত েেল সু্কল-েরলি বন্ধ 

েরোর ম োষণো নদরযরছ নেন্তু এটো ভুরল মগ্রছ মে 

আরদোলি েরোর িিয সু্কল-েরলি মখোলো থোেোর 

দরেোর পরর িো।মেিিো আরদোলিটো হয 

রোস্তোয।তোরদর পন্থোটো এবোর এ ি হরয মগ্রছ মে 

েোইরলোি মথরে বো াঁচোর িিয মরইিরেোট পরে 

বরে আরছ।মেউ আয োি েোনদেরে এরদর 

েোরছ পোঠিরয মদ,১০ ন নিরট নেছু ঠিক্স নশনখরয 

নদরয আেুে...    

আরদোলি েরোর িিয সু্কল েরলি বন্ধ 

েরোর দরেোর হয িো। 

pages  ূনণ তঝে ফণী আযতরি বোংলোরদরশর আযতরির 

মচরযও বে, ২ লক্ষ বগ্ তনেরলোন টোর। আ োত 

হোিরল নেডররর মচরযও অরিে বে আ োত 

হরব। এঠট এেই েোযগ্োয নবগ্ত ৫ নদি ধরর 

অবস্থোি েরর আররো শঞ্জিশোলী হরচ্ছ এবং 

হযোনররেরি রূপ নিরচ্ছ। অবস্থো এত নেনরযোে মে 

আবহোওযো অনধদপ্তররর ছুঠটরত থোেো স্টোফরদর 

ছুঠট বোনতল েরো হরযরছ।   

 ূনণ তঝে ফণী আযতরি বোংলোরদরশর মচরয 

বে। 

group আন  ইংররিীরত দবূ তল...নেন্তু আন  স্বপ্ন মদনখ 

ইংররিীরত এেনদি অরিে ভোল েরব..নেন্তু 

নেভোরব মবনেে টু এডভোন্স এ মেরত পোনর?? 

মেোথোয মথরে শুু েররত পোনর??  

স্বপ্ন মদনখ ইংররিীরত এেনদি অরিে ভোল 

েরব। 
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2. The total size of the vocabulary is 5000k.  

3. Use pre-trained word vector collected from online which have 497405-word embedding. 

4. The total number of the unique word of the dataset is 4392k. 

5. 94% of the word we used in our model. 

6. Define the maximum length of the text is 83 words and the maximum summary length is 

13 words. 

7. Dataset is saved in excel file which extension is .xlsx. 

3.5   Implementation Requirements 

3.5.a.    Problem discussion  

In the dataset, the number of the text and their summary is equal. Generally, the text has a long 

length but the summary has a short length compared to each other. Now consider D contains the 

number of words of input text sequence of the dataset. Thus 𝑥1, 𝑥2,… is input sequence and which 

is coming from the vocabulary have to size V. That generates the output sequence such as 

y1,y2,…,y𝑑,  here S>D. That means the sequence of the summary is less than the input text 

document.  Mention that all sequence is coming from a similar vocabulary. 

3.5.b.   Vocabulary and Word embedding  

Counting the vocabulary is very important for word embedding. We count vocabulary based on 

the dataset. Then the vocabulary is used in a word embedding. For word, embedding needs a word 

vector. Here we used a pre-trained Bengali word vector file which was collected form online. Word 

to vector file contains a numeric value related word. It saves the words of all related word in a 

block. Then use the value when working. Those vector of the word is used as input of the model 

then provide related word which will be the output of the model. Therefore the sequence to 

sequence learning is easily complete its operation. We have used “bn_w2v_model” which is 

available online for everyone.  
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3.5.c.    RNN Encoder & Decoder 

After the invention of machine translation, a deep learning algorithm creates a great milestone in 

the Artificial Intelligence field. All text related problem are given accurate output in the deep 

learning model. RNN is the most usable algorithm in deep learning. It works more efficiently in 

any text related problem. Each RNN are made by LSTM cell. LSTM cell is like a short term 

memory. Encoder and decoder are used in LSTM cell. The input text is pass in the encoder where 

each input is word vector sequence. The decoder takes the input sequence and generates the output 

of the text from the relevant text sequence. 

If we consider x is a target sequence of sentences than the maximum probability of the word vector 

sequence will be x. Here y is the source sequence of the sentences then probability will be, 

arg (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝑝(𝑥|𝑦))…………………………………………… (1) 

There are two types of RNN, one-directional and another is Bi-directional. One directional RNN 

has input and output each is connected with others in a sequential manner. Bi-directional RNN has 

two layers [9] with two directions. One is the forward direction and another is backward direction. 

All of those are used to solve the machine translation problem. In our work, we used two layered 

RNN. Since we used RNN for the Bengali language then fixed the length of Bengali is the input 

of the model which is carried by the encoder. Decoder gives the related sequence of the output 

depends on the input. Here the main calculation is working based on the probability calculation. 

If X is the total input sequence where 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 … … 𝑥𝑛) and if c is the context vector then 

the sequence will be,  

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑡 −  ℎ𝑡−1)………………………………………… (2) 

And c, 

  𝑐 = 𝑞({ℎ1, … . . ℎ𝑇𝑥
})………………………………………… (3) 
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Here, At time t,  ℎ𝑡= hidden state and  c = context vector. c is generated form ℎ𝑡 sequences.  𝑓 and 

q both are non-linear functions. 

If 𝑦 = {𝑦1 … . . , 𝑦𝑇𝑦
} is output sequence predicted by Decoder. Then the response or provided 

summary probability will be, 

      𝑝(𝑦)  =  ∏  𝑝(𝑦|{𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑡−1}, 𝑐)𝑇
𝑡=1 ……………………………………. (4) 

Here,  (𝑦1, … . 𝑦𝑇𝑜)  then the probability will be,  

   𝑝(𝑦|{𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑡−1}, 𝑐)  =  𝑔(𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐)…………………………………… (5) 

Here, g = non-linear function, = output of probability, 𝑠= hidden sate. 

    𝑐𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗  ℎ𝑗
𝑇
𝑗=0 …………………………………………………….. (6) 

Suppose, forward layer the input sequence (𝑥𝑇  𝑡𝑜 𝑥𝑇𝑥
), also (ℎ1 𝑡𝑜 ℎ𝑇𝑥

) is the hidden state. Then 

the backward layer input sequence is (𝑥𝑇𝑥
 𝑡𝑜 𝑥𝑇  ) and the hidden state (ℎ𝑇 𝑥

 𝑡𝑜 ℎ1) thus,  

ℎ𝑗 = [ ℎ𝑗𝑇; ℎ𝑗𝑇  ]𝑇………………………………………………... (7) 

Here, ℎ𝑗= predicted summary and succeeding word. 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗 =  𝑎(𝑠𝑖−1, ℎ𝑗)……………………………………………….. (8) 

Now a graphical view of the model is given below,  

All of those eqations are the explanation of using model and helps to undrstand to the voew point 

of whole reseach using this approaches.Graphical view of the main model is given below for ths 

research methodology. 
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Figure 3.5.1 Graphical View of the model 

3.5.d.   Sequence to Sequence Learning  

Seq2Seq model is created by LSTM cell. Firstly, the input of the word is formed from the vector 

file. In the vector file, each related word has an embedded value. Those embedded values are 

worked like the input of the encoder. The encoder saves the sequence value in short memory which 

is LSTM. Here each sequence used a token to identify the end and start point of the sequence. In 

the program, we defined some special sequence such as <PAD>, <EOS>, <GO>, <UNK> etc. All 

of those special tokens are used for working in handling the sequence in the encoder and decoder. 

<EOS> is used to identify the end of the input sequence. In the encoder when the sequence of the 

input ends the <EOS> token automatic discard the sequence. Then the sequence will go to the 

decoder to decode the sequence by providing related output. End of the decoder that means when 

the output sequence ends the <EOS> token stop the decoder. Figure 3.3.3 shows the working 

process of the encoder and decoder. After the end of the encoding, the sequence needs an 

instruction to enter the decoder. Here we use <GO> token to give the instruction of encoding 

sequence to enter the decoder.  
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In the text sequence, some the text or word are not replaced. All of that sequence need to identify. 

Therefore, we used a special token <UNK> which means an unknown token. When an unknown 

token is found in the sequence it will be added <UNK> token in the text. In the train, the time 

sequence is divided into the batch. In a batch size similar length of the sequence needed to be 

together. Thus we used a token which is known as <PAD> token. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.3: View of Seq2Seq model 

The above figure describes the Seq2Seq model process of the sequence. Also given a view of how 

a long sequence can provide a probable output sequence. In the encoder, Bengali text is the input 

of the model and summary of the corresponding sequence is output provided by the decoder. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

4.1   Introduction 

Abstractive text summarization is a complex problem in NLP. The machine can summarize the 

text automatically that is not mandatory for response summary are present or not present in the 

text. Therefore, find an accurate summary is difficult. Probability calculation is important for this 

text summarizer. Because the machine gives output on the basis of the maximum probability.  In 

the model weight of each word are learn in the train time then calculate the probability response 

the summary based on the related word weight. After the preprocessing, the text data need to train 

for the model to learn the machine. For training, each deep learning model has the backend engine. 

This experiment we used TensorFlow 1.15.0 for a backend engine. For the train, some basic 

parameter value needs to define. Such as epochs, batch size, learning rate, number of layer etc. All 

of those parameter training is dependent. Reduce the loss in train time is very important. In this 

experiment we have used “Adam” optimizer to reduce the loss and optimize the model. A well-

trained model can give a batter output in the test time. High configuration pc needs to train data in 

the deep learning model. GPU is very helpful for that.  

This experiment we have not to build in GPU to train our model. For that, we train our model 

firstly in direct pc. That takes huge time to train the model and the given output is not satisfactory 

for summarizer text. Finally, we train the model using google colab. Which provides free GPU 

service for the user. That is very first and reduce train time. Now the value of the parameter is 

given below which is using this experiment. 

 Define Epochs = 70 

 Define Batch size = 2 

 Set the RNN cell size = 256 

 Set the number of neuron layer = 3   

 Define the model Learning rate= 0.001 

 Keep the probability rate is = 0.70 to 0.75 
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4.2   Experimental Results 

The machine gives output nearly the actual output. Everybody knows that no machine gives an 

100% accurate output. Similarly, our trained model gives a good result but not for all values. 

Sometimes it responses wrong text corresponding to the text. But the maximum number of 

response words is similar to the meaning of the text.  

We train our model in 70 epochs then reduce the loss which is 0.008. For checking the output, we 

save the model in a file whose name is “model.ckpt” file. Then we create TensorFlow session for 

reloading the graph which was saved in previous steps. Then define the text and summary data 

frame randomly to check their summary. After that, we convert the in value to vocabulary for the 

sequence which was the input of the model.  

Previously we have created a logistic function to give the response answer logically. The logistic 

function is the response to the summary based on the probability. The probability value is 

calculated by the weight value and embedding value of the text. Two sample output of our result 

is given below in table 3 and table 4. Each table original text contains the raw data which was 

collected form online. Original summary are provided by a human for corresponding text. After 

preprocessing of raw text, text are converted into pure text which is Input words. Final variable 

response word given by machine after the training and learning. 
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Table 3: Sample example one of the response summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Sample example two of the response summary 

 

Original Text: আপনি ১২ বছর ইংররঞ্জি পরেও এে লোইি ঠিে  ত নলখরত পোররি িো, ভুলভোল েররও 

১০০ শব্দ নিরির ভোষোয নলখরত পোররি িো, ইংররঞ্জিরত এে ন নিট েথো বলরত পোররি িো। 

পোররি িো মদরখই আ োর গ্রুরপ এরেরছি। আচ্ছো ঠিে আরছ ১২ বছর মেখোরি ে য নদরযও 

পোররি িো মেখোরি আ োর েথো  ত ১২  োে িো, ১২ েপ্তোহও িো  োত্র ১২ নদি ে য নদরয 

ের ন্ট েররত থোরেি। তোহরলই নিরির পনরবততি মদখরবি।  

 

Original Summary:   পোররি িো মদরখই আ োর গ্রুরপ এরেরছি। 

Input Words: আপনি বছর ইংররঞ্জি পরেও এে লোইি ঠিে  ত নলখরত পোররি িো ভুলভোল েররও শব্দ 

নিরির ভোষোয নলখরত পোররি িো ইংররঞ্জিরত এে ন নিট েথো বলরত পোররি িো পোররি িো 

মদরখই আ োর গ্রুরপ এরেরছি আচ্ছো ঠিে আরছ বছর মেখোরি ে য নদরযও পোররি িো 

মেখোরি আ োর েথো  ত  োে িো েপ্তোহও িো  োত্র নদি ে য নদরয ের ন্ট েররত থোরেি 

তোহরলই নিরির পনরবততি মদখরবি   

Response Summary: পোররি িো মদরখই আ োর গ্রুরপ 

Original Text: এই ওরর  োর, েবোই চোরনদে নদে মথরে ন রর  োর। ভোই ওর হোরত পোথর িোই, পোথর িোই ? তোইরল 

ওরর বো াঁচরয মররখ লোভ নে ? েোটোেোঠট েরর ম রর মফল।পোথররর হতোশোয ৫ বছর চরল মগ্ল। 

এেিরির এেটো ৫ বছররর ম রযও আরছ। অিযনদরে গ্োনের নভতরর ইদুর নে েররত েররত েুইরচ 

চোপ পরর মগ্রছ। অতীরত নগ্রয বতত োি পনরবততরির এেটো হোউ েোউ আরছ... অতীরত নগ্রয তোরো 

পোথর খুাঁরি এরি আবোর  োরো োনরর প্রস্তুনত নিরচ্ছ... 

 

Original 

Summary:   

অতীরত নগ্রয তোরো পোথর খুাঁরি এরি আবোর  োরো োনরর প্রস্তুনত নিরচ্ছ।  

 

Input Words: এই ওরর  োর েবোই চোরনদে নদে মথরে ন রর  োর ভোই ওর হোরত পোথর িোই পোথর িোই তোইরল ওরর 

<UNK> মররখ লোভ নে েোটোেোঠট েরর ম রর মফল পোথররর হতোশোয বছর চরল মগ্ল এেিরির এেটো 

বছররর ম রযও আরছ অিযনদরে গ্োনের নভতরর ইদুর নে েররত েররত েুইরচ চোপ পরর মগ্রছ অতীরত 

নগ্রয বতত োি পনরবততরির এেটো হোউ েোউ আরছ অতীরত নগ্রয তোরো পোথর খুাঁরি এরি আবোর 

 োরো োনরর প্রস্তুনত নিরচ্ছ 

 

Response 

Summary: 

অতীরত নগ্রয তোরো পোথর খুাঁরি এরি আবোর 
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4.3   Descriptive Analysis 

Before the making of Bengali text summarization model, we have created a model for English text 

summarization. Both models give a good result for different text. Summarization model is created 

to reduce the loss of function in the model. The loss function evaluates the model. It decreases the 

error for learning model. Loss function reduce is very important for sequential data. In train time 

we have calculated the loss function. After completing the iteration in train time final loss function 

is calculated. At first, when the model started the loss is very high. But in the final stage, the loss 

is reducing the weight value. We found the weight value from the experiment which is 0.008. 

Before trained model, we have divided the data for train and test. We have set the values 180 for 

train data and 20 is for the test data with the summary. 

4.4   Summary 

This section discussed the experiment of our model. And the response of the machine to create a 

summary. All are discussed in upper briefly in details with the demon of machine response 

summary. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Conclusion and Future Work 

5.1   Summary of the Study 

Our whole project is related to the Bengali NLP. In this project, we have built a deep learning 

model for Bengali abstractive text summarization. That is very helpful for making an automatic 

Bengali text summarization. We have completed this project within the 3 months. The whole 

project is divided into some parts. The whole summary of the project is given below with step by 

step. 

Step 1:  Data collection form social media  

Step 2:  Summarize the collected data 

Step 3:  Collect word2vec 

Step 4:  Data preprocessing  

Step 5:  Vocabulary count  

Step 6:  Load pre-trained word2vec 

Step 7:   Add special token  

Step 8:   Define Encoder and Decoder with LSTM  

Step 9:   Build sequence to sequence model 

Step 10: Train model  

Step 11:  Check the result analysis the response of the machine 

This model will help our Bengali NLP research community to build a full dependent automatic 

abstractive text summarization and further research of Bengali text summarization. Now we will 

discuss the future work and conclusion of this research work. 
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5.2   Conclusion 

The main concern of this research work is developing and increasing the Bengali NLP research 

area. We have used the Bengali text as input of our model and generated a summary of those 

sequence will be Bengali text which is the output of the model. At first, we build the model for 

English text then we make this model for Bengali text. Normally encoder and decoder are working 

similarly for both texts similarly. Our dataset is not large for Bengali text. But the machine provides 

excellent responses for this dataset. This model is built for the Bengali short text summary 

generation. We have defined the sequence length and summary length. The machine can generate 

the summary following this fixed length. This is the main limitation of our model. If the sequence 

length is over the model does not work properly. This is the another research scope for Bengali 

text summarization. Bengali text preprocessing is a little bit difficult on the oppose to another 

language. Therefore, preprocessing library needs to build for Bengali text. Word to vector is 

another important part of these kinds of problem. Strong word to vector needs to produce for 

solving text related problem. After all, no machine gives fully accurate result. Every machine has 

some limitation in their working filed. Similarly, our summarizer model also has some limitations. 

But the main thing is that the model can generate an abstractive summary for the Bengali language. 

This is an achievement for our Bengali NLP filed which helpful for future research work. 

5.3   Recommendations 

In the next stage of our work we will increase the dataset and their summary for improving the 

model performance. We will try to build another model for text summarization which will help us 

to find the best performer for the Bengali text summarization. We are working only the short 

sequence but for long text sequence, a summarizer is needed in the Bengali language. Some 

recommendations for text summarization is given below, 

 Understand the abstract of long text 

 Reduce the reading time  

 Reduce the document size with saving the core information 

 Automatic system to extract information  
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5.4   Implication for Further Study 

Some limitation is presented in this is model such as work for limited sequence, the dataset is not 

enough. But the model is built for future development. Since any research work is a continuous 

process. Therefore, this model will be developed day by day for the Bengali language. To find a 

proper solution any works need more research. Then all research find a proper solution for a 

specific problem. So, research work needs future implement or development. The future 

implement is dependent on the limitations of the previous work. Solving the limitations of the 

previous work helps to make an efficient system. In this work, the future work will be increasing 

the dataset of the Bengali text. Updating the model and prepare the model of any kinds of text 

length. That means the model won’t dependent on the text length. The model is complex and 

working in TensorFlow 1.15 version. But need to convert the code in updated versions. After 

completing research the model needs to deploy. Thus, making an application like web and mobile 

application is important based on the future of artificial intelligence. Therefore, we have developed 

an application for automatic Bengali abstractive text summarization. 
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